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Abstract
This article deals with the discussion concerning moral education. The paper tries in brief to look at the attitude to moral education at the end of the 19th century and at the present time.
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Moral education is needed. That should not be doubted. Opinions that moral education is not necessary and that man should develop without any manipulation should be considered as minority ones. As long as man lives in the society of other people, he/she has to be manipulated in a certain way. Morals are a social phenomenon. From the historical point of view there were always discussions what should be understood under the term “morals”. From the point of view of the history of ethical thinking we can find various views of the way man should behave and act. I consider that discourse as permanent and never ending. Such dialogue relates to the merit of man and his coexistence with other people.

At the beginning of this paper I would like to say that I do not agree with opinions that morals of the society were, are or will be in some crises. These
apocalyptic views excite in feeling that in some periods of the life of mankind people behaves in a more moral way that in others. In every stage people encountered problems, every period had many positives and negatives as well, every stage had its boom and recession. There is nothing immoral on that. It is a part of the order of the course of the world. Therefore questions of morals are necessary to be comprehended in such context.

Within the public democratic education these discussions were held, are being held and provided we want to maintain our culture they have to be held. Do not let us be afraid of such reasoning as they are part of our nature. Let us keep in mind that never fixed and invariable moral values and standards will be found, however, let us reflect those that proved good in the history of mankind, no matter what their origin are and how old they are.

At the end of the 19th century in the Danubian monarchy similar questions connected to moral education as we are solving now were being solved; e.g. V. Gabriel in his “Upbringing in the Family. For Our Parents and Educators” devotes to those questions great attention.\(^1\) We can find out that he ranges moral upbringing (in his terminology moral education) as a subset of the set family upbringing. Here we see the difference of the present concept when these problems are far more related to institutions. In the course of more than one hundred years this significant change has been made, as for my opinion. Nowhere there has been stated though that this will be the permanent state, perhaps in future this ration will change again and moral education (upbringing) will again become one of the fundamental chapters of the family upbringing. Accented more the moral education (upbringing) in the family and making parents more responsible for that upbringing seems to me far more natural than it is nowadays when these competences are far more adopted by educational institutions.

The roots of this approach can be seemed in the 18th century at Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712–1787). This educationalist is a typical representative of intellectuals in Johnson’s conception.\(^2\) Rousseau believed that changes are possible to be reached on the base of politic process. Johnson describes the period of his life when he put away all five children who he had with his spouse Tereza Levasseure to Hôpital des Enfants – Trouvés. Father of modern pedagogy needed to justify and advocate such “non-pedagogical” conduct of his. His act is an
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organical part of the process from which the theory on politics and the role of state worked out by him originated. Rousseau’s state is not only authoritarian; it is also totalitarian as it controls all aspects of human activity, including thinking. By the social contract man was to bind himself to “submit himself even with all his rights to the society as the whole”. This approach required totalitarian submission. It is a new outline of Lenin’s “democratic centralism”. Laws worked out according to the common will must have an a priori moral authority. Educational process became a key to the success of cultural engineering which the state needed to be acceptable and successful; the centre line of Rousseau’s ideas was a citizen as a child and a state is a parent. The political process and a new kind of the state which creates this process are a universal remedy for diseases of mankind. Politicians will manage everything. By that Rousseau prepared groundwork for the fundamental disillusion and foolishness of the twenties century.3

V. Gabriel understands by moral education (in no way he distinguishes from other authors) upbringing to love, respect and esteem, virtue, order, propriety and courtesy, honesty chariness and frugality, truth and love for fatherland (in the language of that period a bit different words are used).4

From his “Upbringing in the Family” we can read that more than one hundred years ago he pointed at negative phenomenon at children and youth which could be seen nowadays as well (maybe in small differences). For example: “Often even good children after leaving school are led astray by bad companions and into the whirl of various profligacy pulled. Many times we see fourteen or fifteen years old young lads with cigars playing cards somewhere on the balk behind the bush, or in the pub with girls hardly left school dancing. On that matter the local moral police should watch that for not that happen.

Smoking is a vice, and who has learned that in the youth then he cannot break away from that. Smoking influences the health in a killing way and threatens greatly as much as drinking alcohol drinks threatens chastity of growing lads.

On the top of those young smokers start learning to lavish uselessly hard-earned money, which mainly for the poor class, working one has as for wealth unwelcome consequences. Many times a young worker does not have a bit to

eat and by what he feed himself for work. But the feeding for his pipe must be
got, take where you can.

By puppet theatres the delicate roots of a fragile flower of innocence are
burrowed under, as children often hear here talks of Punches which not even
in the barracks are heard.

And what about the adolescent youth that work in factories? Who heard
here talks and songs of children just left the school and noticed hollow eyes
and pale cheeks of the girls employed there, he consents to that they are lilies,
by the frost of depravity stricken from which the drift of life already the pollen
of innocence blew off.”

As long as we are going to analyse his standpoint to moral education we
found out that in many aspects he does not distinguish from current stand-
points. For example: “Only the man free can become the moral oned”, or “to
keep up the word already given and truth to love”.

I repeat, in one hundred years the view on the states and the role of the
family in moral education and on the basic source of morals has changed fun-
damentally. In that I would see the principled problem which we should solve.
“Morals are higher and exalts more than science and knowledge. Knowledge
is only the means, morals are the aim”. I assume that at the beginning of the
third millennium, in the consequence of the development from the second half
of the twentieth century, this ratio is reverse. Nowadays above all knowledge
and science is talked about, knowledge and skills which students are to have.

If we refer to the family upbringing, in many cases the family does not fulfil
its traditional educational role see. “Childhood, family and old-age in the his-
tory of Europe”.

The fundamental problem in moral education lies in my opinion in the
source of morals. Moral education is not only based explicitly on Christian-
ity, even though many Christian elements which are rooted in our culture are
transformed into moral education. For example the already mentioned author
places “cultivating volition or love” (he places love among all virtues on the first
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place) in the famous first letter saint apostle Paul to the Corinthians where he speaks on the position of love. By the fact that at the beginning of the twenty-first century the source is absent the process balances on the clay legs.

From the philosophical view firstly from post modernistic positions (post-modernisms is a concept being pushed at attempts to indicate and also to describe the wide changes the source of which became to be acknowledged in an increased extent in the second half of the twentieth century).

The Czech philosopher, V. Bělohradský, summarizes basic motives of post modern thinking, among others also by the following way. “It is necessary to extricate from the power of the myth on the final solution, on punishment and rewards which is the base of modern philosophy of the history. This myth founds domination of man over the nature by reducing the world only on some kind of object, a kind of a examination in which the one who succeeds will acquire immortality. Patočka speaks about the “happy end” which philosophy contrives constantly. How the reality became a fable – so the greatest Nietzsche’s question sounds. To live without the happy end, that is a big post – a modern motif. Its consequence is “de-historicizing” of sociability. Human social relations are extricating from subordination to the historical projects into which it was thrown by the modern philosophy of the history. The sense is established in human communication. In the cyclical period of time and not in the projects of the final solution. “From the philosophical standpoint it is the aspect deriving its significance from the history of the twentieth century. Nevertheless from the point of view of pedagogy it brings fundamental difficulties. Honestly, without the myth and final solutions, without the stress and awards, without the happy end moral education can be realized in a very difficult way. Naturally that it proceeds. But it leans on the swamp subsoil.

The majority of human beings behave in a moral way as it is advantageous for them. This theory of moral advantageousness penetrates our whole life. Naturally there exist individuals who behave morally on the basis of moral principles, to behave so not because that it is advantageous, but for the principle. Based on the “higher moral principle” to be willing even to sacrifice the life.

J. F. Lyotard claims that the levels of statements of the world and ways of denomination of the relation of man to it are so different that they lose recipro-
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cal comprehensibility. By that also the possibility of the approach to the world as the whole vanishes and whatever certainty die away for the current man.\textsuperscript{11}

Many people as I have mentioned need firm moral codexes from which it implies how they should behave and not only that. The majority needs to know why it is advantageous for them to behave according to those codexes and on the contrary why it is disadvantageous for them to ignore them.

D. Šimek in “Selected Problems of the Theory of Education of Adults” refers to the fact that moral codexes in Europe practically till the present time have not exceeded the limitation given by the limits of the biblical “Ten Commandments.” Moreover he states that this “Ten Commandments” by far is not the original work of the Israelites from the period of the exodus and also in this respect the authors of the texts utilized from the cultural heritage of Mesopotamia and Egypt. Moral norms of “Ten Commandments” reflect the level of moral, as well as economic, legal and mainly religious cognition of its period. In his text D. Šimek further shows that the moral codex of a builder of communist admitted at the XXII. Congress of the Soviet Union thought it comes out from dialectical-historical and dialectical-materialistical principles (which are strictly atheistic), with its general structure does not differ in principle too much from the “Ten Commandments”.

T. Halík, our current most significant sociologist of religion, in the majority of his works points out the fact that traditional European religion, Christianity which is one of the European pillars historically is losing its dominant position, it recedes from the majority of areas which it addressed before. According to him it is an illusion to assume that it will recover its positions. He speaks about the fact that Christianity will be one of the jigsaws in the varied European culture. It will address not insignificant group of believers, nevertheless it will already not be and would not have ambitions to be a religion of the whole Europe.\textsuperscript{12}

The European Court for Human Rights in Strasbourg from November 4\textsuperscript{th} 2009 decided that Christian crosses in state schools endanger freedom of religion and education. The judges thus complied with the complaint of a woman who addressed them as she thought that the Italian state does not enable to

educate children in the secular environment. It is the truth that the majority of the Italians unified in the disapproval to that verdict. The verdict however shows the position of Christianity in our present European culture. This “European” decision gives us the answer how to teach moral education. To avoid everything what could irritate someone. Education should be absolutely impartial and in the sense of political correctness in the broadest sense of meaning. The whole mentioned event was commented by the Italian president S. Berlusconi in words that the verdict is an irrational attempt to “deny European Christian roots”. The second man of the Vatican City, the state secretary cardinal T. Bertone presented the statement “Europe of the third millennium refuses takes away from us the most precious symbols and gives us only pumpkins for the festival of Halloween”.

The French writer R. Merle in his sci-fi novel “Melville” describes the country after the nuclear catastrophe. Isolated groups of the people were saved. Heroes of the book think about the way of living in the existing situation. Even though they all have experience with the pluralistic democratic society, they decide to set their life on the order and in the sense of this order to bring up their offspring.

The process of moral education proceeds in the relation with moral and value development of the individuality. O. Roche speaks about the education to pro-sociability. Pro-sociability conduct is generally understood as a type of the behaviour when one can help or be good to another person, without expecting any outer reward. That education already appeared in the 2nd half if the last century and is among others a sad reaction on those elements of the development of the society which support a general trend of man to pragmatic individualism. That except advantages which can be brought to an individual can of course be or respectively it is for man a certain risk. The systems heading here thus try to build on another tendency, the altruistic tendency.

This concept seems to me superficial and idealistic. I repeat, the majority of individuals behaved, behaves and will behave pragmatically. It relates to the principle of man.

---


I would like to refer to the work of R. Palouš “Time of Education” and “Philosophy of Education” when he attempts to map individual views on education and refers to that “anchoring” in the educational process.\textsuperscript{16}

Conclusion

By the conclusion itself I would like to explain why I have entitled the paper “A Hundred Years of Solitude in Moral Education” which I have borrowed from the world-famous book by G. G. Marquez. The history as if it repeated, we are solving the same fundamental problems, we are not able to analyse the past, at the same time we absent from ourselves and from the worlds as well and we do not try to understand why it is like that.\textsuperscript{17}

The concept of the moral education from the nineteenth century as I have briefly drafted is considered by me as very incentive and inspiring in the sphere of the concrete principle. Otherwise said, without any regard to the Christian orientation of that period education, I have to behave in a moral way just because of that.

I am unable in this paper a solution, I wanted only to refer to “throwing away” anchors and offering seemingly quite surely a nice and attractive model of moral education which is based on lofty intellectual phrases, but in principle icy empty.
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